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Believe in tomorrow
In every period of history there are dark moments when we feel besieged and without
hope. But when calm returns, looking back we understand that our defences prevailed and
we were not wrong to have confidence.
The mission of Banca del Sempione is to offer skill, seriousness, and strength to those who
choose to entrust us with their future.
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Strength and reliability
Houses and things reflected on the water conserve the shapes
and colours of reality, but they are mere mirages. Only the hard
material they are made of really exists.
Banca del Sempione guides its clients to invest in safety, shunning
excessive risk, bets, and illusions.

Chairman’s Report

“Annus horribilis". This is how 2008 will be remembered, for the disaster that hit the financial markets throughout the world. Perhaps worse than the Great Depression of the 1930s, if for no other reason than the volumes in
play, but in a context where all the major countries have demonstrated tight cohesion in plugging the gap that
could have led the entire financial system to collapse. A crisis of incredible proportions caused by arrogance and
the lack of common sense and balance by some players in the financial world. In these difficult times, our Bank
has tried to and succeeded in containing the negative wave, bringing in more than satisfying results and above
the industry average. Our 2008 operating results were mostly unchanged from the previous year and our balance
sheet structure is very solid.
In the past, our moderate but steady growth was an issue of discussion even within the Bank because the comparison was with the almost incomprehensible results of the competition. But in light of the events occurring in
the financial markets throughout 2008, the previous financial statements published by many banks are now
viewed from a different perspective. Now we are happy that we acted with the caution and circumspection that
the situation required and we congratulate ourselves for the balanced strategy that focuses on the long term in
the interests of our clients, shareholders, and counterparties. The quality of our work has paid off, and most of
all the prudence with which we have faced these recent years of high euphoria is proof that our attitude has been
the right one.
So we will continue to follow the same guidelines and values that our clients have always appreciated, seeking
to combine steady operations with quality and innovation, the necessary features to best guide our clients’ investment decisions.
On the foregoing basis we have the pleasure of providing summary comments on the main items in the Banca del
Sempione Group consolidated financial statements for 2008:

Lending Operations and Interest Income
Interest income increased slightly over the previous year. In the second half of 2008, the sharp turbulence on
the financial markets and the decline in interest rates led clients to maintain much higher average cash balances
than in previous years. In this way, to our great satisfaction, our clients awarded our Bank in its search for security and strength. Obviously our treasury management was based on the search for quality among bank counterparties. At the same time, always guided by the same criteria described above, we increased our use of cash
in the securities portfolio.
Commission Income
Financial operations were heavily influenced by the drop in share prices through the world and only the
rally in the bond market and the search for quality investments by clients allowed us to achieve a satisfying
result, though below expectations. Doing business according to tradition but bearing in mind the principles
of proper innovation, the Bank introduced several tools to improve asset management, leading to satisfying
returns for both us and our clients.
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Trading Operations
In line with what we had done in previous years, proprietary currency trading operations were once again only a small part of our business, though we invested heavily in procedures and human resources to improve
operations in favour of our clients and to achieve better operating results. In 2008, while sticking to the
sound principles of prudence, we were able to profit from wide swings in various currency pairs, managing
treasury flows in the best possible way in the search for quality rather than the lust for profits.
Client Assets
Assets under administration were inevitably eroded by the negativity on the financial markets. In addition,
the Swiss franc strengthened against most international currencies. For a bank like ours that focuses on client
relationships throughout the world and so has major assets in currencies other than the unit of account, this
leads to a decrease in assets. But the decrease was contained as a result of net new money (net difference
between fund inflows and outflows), certainly a positive sign from the Bank’s good business practices and
the growing desire among clients for a highly customised and distinct service with, as mentioned, a strong
dose of common sense.
Operating Costs
This figure increased by a few percentage points as a result of the Bank’s careful attitude in its acquisition
and investment decisions. Worthy of note is the renovation of the Chiasso branch which today is capable of
hosting our appreciated clients in a style they deserve. The pleasant welcome is followed by world class
service that makes the border branch one of our Bank’s prized possessions.
Consolidated Operating Result
The difficulties encountered in 2008 are clearly reflected in the operating result, down around 16% compared to the previous year. Nevertheless our prudent policy during these recent years has generated extraordinary revenues, allowing us to keep the net result almost unchanged from 2007. This has been possible despite a further prudential allocation to the general banking risk reserve for CHF 1’250’000.
In the light of this result, the Board proposes the following allocation of the CHF 10’502’000 in net
earnings available to the parent company:
CHF
CHF
CHF
CHF

500’000
2’500’000
5’000’000
2’502’000

to the legal reserve
to other reserves
dividend
carried forward

The Board of Directors thanks all the staff members and the Bank’s Management for the deep commitment and
dedication demonstrated in the execution of their tasks. Our sincere thanks to the Federal Financial Market
Supervisory Authority for their co-operation and to the independent auditors for the work they have done and
the suggestions they have offered.

Mr. Fiorenzo Perucchi
Chairman of the Board of Directors

The route and the destination
Often, to reach our chosen destination, we have
to face difficult roads, uncertain runs, impervious
passageways. But the hard effort contributes to
making it more precious.
Banca del Sempione knows how much dedication
and work is required to accumulate saving and
capital, and it focuses its best skills and energies
on managing them.

PROTECT YOURSELF WITHOUT WALLING OFF OPPORTUNITIES

The Medieval period was tough, dominated by conflicts, tyrannies, and struggles for
conquest. It was a time when human communities lived between assaults and raids,
and their sovereigns invested in bastions
and fortifications. What we have left from
that period are town walls and majestic
castles that tell us how big the battles were
and of the need to build protected spaces
in which to live, work, exchange ideas, and
develop relations and trade. The drawbridge is a symbol of all this. A closed door,
suspended in air, that can become a street.
For Banca del Sempione, the drawbridge
recalls the idea of asset protection, combined with the ability to select only those
investment opportunities that do not pose
grey areas or inappropriate risks for its
clients.

The drawbridge

Security
and protection

The wayfarers group consisted of two merchants, Aldelmo and Eumenio, who traded silk and spices
between Beirut and Florence laden with guilder, silver ambrosini and golden florins, the young
Prudentia, the betrothed of the Duke of Ginestra, and a Franciscan monk. The four walked for days
across the Alps and, after having crossed over the ancient Campi Canini, north of today’s Bellinzona,
with the sunset on the horizon behind the wetlands of Lake Verbanus, they arrived at the small castle,
awaited by the Rusca family of Como. At the foot of Oppidum Magnum – the other, big, fortress –
appeared the embattled walls, immersed in darkness, and the town of Bilitio, now Bellinzona.

THE DRAWBRIDGE – FUNCTIONAL AND STRATEGIC INSTRUMENT OF DEFENCE
Like them, in the Fourteenth Century, more than
16,000 people and 9,000 horses crossed the
Gottardo each year, despite natural snares and
superstitions that still surrounded the mountains.
By the Fifteen Century, the Alps were no longer
isolated, their access to the south passed through
Bellinzona, defined in 1475 as the “Gate to
Italy”, i.e. the way that led to the main Alpine
passes and a mandatory gateway to Italy. The
town was located in a strategic position guarding
the valley and it was endowed with a defensive
barricade that was constantly strengthened and
expanded. Medieval Bellinzona was a town immersed in a sparsely populated landscape, completely surrounded by a high wall perimeter. The
walls were protected by a moat. Three drawbridges connected as many gates built into the
entry towers. For centuries, the Lords of Como
and Milan, the French and the Swiss, contested
the town’s strategic position because all paths
linked up in a single communication route near
the Bellinzona bottleneck. Between the two sides
of the valley there is a rocky hump, already inhabited in prehistoric times, on which an impregnable fort was built in late Roman times that
later became Castelgrande, one of the bastions
placed at the southern outlets of the Alpine valleys. Bellinzona expanded significantly in the
Thirteenth Century: the town was surrounded by
a wall and the Castle of Montebello was erected
on a rocky outcrop. The city – first dominated by
the Rusca family of Como and later, starting in

1340, by the Visconti family – was well defended
on every side. Already towards 1350, Montebello
was expanded and united with the city wall. In
1479, the Castle of Sasso Corbaro was built, then
in 1487 the Bridge of Torretta as an extension of
the wall. Ludovico Sforza, called Moro Castelgrande, further reinforced parts of the castle wall,
and by the late 1400s Bellinzona was a mighty
fortress (today a UNESCO heritage site) that
blocked the Ticino valley from the “Germans”.
Montebello was surrounded by deep moats over
which drawbridges were constructed to support
the weakness of the access gates and the uncertainty of manoeuvring the winch shutters. The
drawbridge provided significant advantages and
its rapid and extensive use is proof of it. In most
cases they were 3 to 3.5 meters wide and a little
more than 5 meters high. The mechanism was activated by two huge beams in the general case of

Previous page:
Montebello Castle Bellinzona, Ticino Canton.
From above in sequence:
Hallwyl Castle, Argovia Canton.
Hagenwil Castle, Turgovia Canton.

Side page:
Montebello Castle Bellinzona, Ticino Canton.

a wheelwright bridge or by a single beam and an
iron “fork” in the case of small narrow doors hidden between the walls, usually erected on the
side of the main doors. The function of the beams
was to act as a counterweight: when they rose
and were set out in a vertical fissure laid out for
the purpose above the fulcrum, in the wall thickness above the gate, it was possible to quickly
draw the bridge up. Through Swiss territory from
the Tenth to Fifteenth Centuries almost 2,000
forts were erected in tandem with the power formation process. Their most obvious function was
defensive, to protect the inhabitants, the assets
they held and sovereign rights, but they also
favoured the formation of cities that could develop under the shelter of the high walls, the towers,
the moats, and the drawbridges. But the perishability of the material that for centuries comprised
them and their direct, immediate and constant
exposure to enemy attack made drawbridges a
defensive mechanism that was difficult to preserve intact, but some splendid examples have
survived to our day. Montebello, with its walls,
moats and drawbridges has survived, proving
itself to be one of the castles most adapt at resisting attack, always providing security and protection to those who took refuge under them.
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CONSOLIDATED BALANCE SHEET AT 31.12.2008

(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Assets
Cash
Due from banks
Due from customers
Mortgages
Securities and precious metal trading portfolios
Financial investments
Non consolidated participations
Fixed assets
Intangible assets
Accrued income and prepaid expenses
Other assets
Total assets
Total due from unconsolidated Group entities
and significant shareholders

Liabilities
Due to banks
Due to customers in savings and investment accounts
Due to customers, others
Accrued expenses and deferred income
Other liabilities
Valuation adjustments and provisions
Reserves for general banking risks
Share capital
Reserves and retained earnings
Minority interests in shareholders’equity
Net income
of which minority interests
Total liabilities and shareholders’equity
Total due to unconsolidated Group entities
and significant shareholders

Off-balance sheet transactions
Contingent liabilities
Irrevocable commitments
Liabilities for calls on share and other equities
Derivative financial instruments
– Contract volumes
– Positive replacement values
– Negative replacement values
Fiduciary transactions

Year under
rewiew

Previous
year

73’825
230’455
54’407
62’092
732
49’964
20
35’810
2’968
11’219
521’492

6’323
131’342
82’614
62’896
803
37’341
20
36’541
343
2’675
2’460
363’358

–731
–343
293
8’759
158’134

200

1’010

–810

10’945
43’013
324’953
4’453
17’012
14’302
14’950
20’000
62’608
194
9’062
–42
521’492

24’373
38’596
172’453
5’904
5’654
15’729
13’700
20’000
57’467
176
9’306
–5
363’358

–13’428
4’417
152’500
–1’451
11’358
–1’427
1’250
5’141
18
–244
–37
158’134

6’396

3’792

2’604

17’748
2’194
50

16’638
1’490
50

1’110
704

369’906
10’691
10’424
336’320

226’426
1’509
1’398
548’076

143’480
9’182
9’026
–211’756

Change

67’502
99’113
–28’207
–804
–71
12’623

CONSOLIDATED INCOME STATEMENT 2008

Year under
rewiew

Previous
year

Change

9’593
4
891
–1’652
8’836

9’428
9
729
–1’662
8’504

165
–5
162
10
332

204
22’632
3’224
–2’123
23’937

160
24’968
2’575
–2’630
25’073

44
–2’336
649
507
–1’136

2’051

2’097

–46

3
642
163
–576
232

97
2
693
7
–15
784

–97
1
–51
156
–561
–552

35’056

36’458

–1’402

–16’311
–6’481
–22’792

–15’381
–6’392
–21’773

–930
–89
–1’019

12’264

14’685

–2’421

Gross profit
Depreciation of fixed assets
Valuation adjustments, provisions and losses
Intermediate result

12’264
–2’536
–530
9’198

14’685
–2’345
–266
12’074

–2’421
–191
–264
–2’876

Extraordinary income
Extraordinary expenses
Taxes

3’053
–1’250
–1’939

74
–501
–2’341

2’979
–749
402

9’062

9’306

–244

–42

–5

–37

(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

REVENUES AND EXPENSES FROM ORDINARY BANKING ACTIVITIES
Result from interest activities
Interest and discount income
Interest and dividend income on trading portfolios
Interest and dividend income on financial investments
Interest expense
Net interest income (subtotal)

Result from commission and service fee activities
Commission income on lending activities
Commission income on securities and investment activities
Commission income on other services
Commission expenses
Result from commission and service fee activities (subtotal)
Result from trading operations

Other ordinary results
Results from the sale of financial investments
Income from non-consolidated participations
Real estate income
Other ordinary income
Other ordinary expenses
Other ordinary results (subtotal)
Total income

Operating expenses
Personnel expenses
Other operating expenses
Total operating expenses (subtotal)
Gross Profit

GROUP PROFIT

Net income

of which minority interests

Banca del Sempione
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CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS 2008

(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Year under review
Source
Application
of funds
of funds

Previous year
Source
Application
of funds
of funds

Cash flow from operating activities (internal source)

Net income
Depreciation of fixed assets
Valuation adjustments and provisions
Change of reserves for general banking risks
Accrued income and prepaid expenses
Accrued expenses and deferred income
Other expenses
Other income
Dividend
Balance

9’062
2’536
235
1’250

293
1’451
8’759
11’358

Short-term operations
Due to banks
Due to customers
Due from banks
Due from customers
Securities and precious metal portfolios

374
1’767
554

4’000

3’500
11’708

147
147

Cash flow from investment activities
Participations
Fixed assets
Balance

321

1’367

8’276

Cash Flow from shareholders’equity transactions
Foreign currency transactions and consolidation differences
Balance

Cash flow from investment activities
Medium and long term operations (>1 year)
Saving and investments accounts
Mortgages
Financial investments

1’662

9’306
2’345
1’192
480

48
48

10
1’412
1’422

1’462
1’462

4’417
804

8’909
2’420
12’623

435

13’428

13’123

99’113

12’302

152’500

13’859

28’207
71

17’378
220

Liquidity
Cash

67’502

Balance

6’667

2’622
10’334

NOTES TO THE 2008 CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
1. Illustration of the Bank’s business operations and organization
The Banca del Sempione Group profile
Banca del Sempione, which was founded in 1960, provides its private and corporate clients with all the
principal services typical of a universal bank, the main focus being on the provision of financial advice and
asset administration services.
The Bank promotes a SICAV founded and operating under the laws of Luxembourg (Base Investments SICAV,
licensed to distribute products in Switzerland), a portion of whose capital funds it manages.
The Group includes, Banca del Sempione with its head office in Lugano and branches in Bellinzona, Chiasso
and Locarno, an affiliate located in The Bahamas, Banca del Sempione (Overseas) Ltd., a real estate company,
Imocentro SA and two finance companies, Finrate SA, Lugano and BDS Corporate Services Limited, Nassau.
Since 2005, our Group has held 91% of the share capital in an asset-management company named Accademia
SGR SpA, specializing in the promotion and management of Italian-law real estate investment funds.
As at 31 December 2008, the Group had 118 employees on its books, equating to 115.5 full-time positions
(previous year: 112 employees, equating respectively to 110 positions).

Lending operations
In accordance with the Group’s strategy of focusing business development in the asset management area,
the lending policy has been kept very tight; new loans are issued only if backed by guarantees, while
interbank dealing is limited to the placement of short-term cash deposits.
Customer loans backed by guarantees shown in the financial statements account for 94% of the total.

Brokerage and investment service operations
In this area, the main operations are asset management and securities and derivatives trading.
The Group offers asset management services organized by a committee responsible for defining investment
policy, while the offices in Lugano and Nassau are responsible for implementing the investment policy
decisions on client accounts.
The Group’s customer advisory service is managed by a staff of specialists working in all the Bank’s branches.

Trading operations
The Group normally trades in securities, currencies, and derivative instruments on behalf of its clients. The results
from trading operations are for the most part generated by currency trading.
The volume of transactions for the Bank’s own account is limited.

Risk assessment
During the year, the Board of Directors regularly analyses the main risks linked to the Bank’s operations. This
analysis is largely based on the information generated by the risk management system that the Bank has set up,
as illustrated below, and the reports issued by Internal Audit, General Management, and Risk Control.
On the basis of its assessments, the Board of Directors determines the principles that regulate the Group risk
policy.

Banca del Sempione
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Risk Management
The Group has a set of regulations defining risk management in all areas of operation. Clear and conservative
limits have been defined for each type of risk.
The Risk Management unit is endowed with the necessary independence and professionalism. Its operating
responsibility is to identify and measure risks as well as to ensure that the Group’s policies are implemented
and limits respected: controls take place at regular intervals with the aid of the appropriate surveillance
tools. Market valuations are updated on a daily basis.
Counterparty (credit) risks are minimized through a rigorous selection of financial counterparties and by
systematic demands on customers for real guarantees and margin coverage.
Lombard loans, accounting for the bulk of the portfolio, are issued on the basis of collateral values conservatively calculated and constantly monitored.
The mortgage portfolio mainly refers to residences occupied by the owners themselves. The average mortgage
amount issued is CHF 320’000 (previous year: CHF 298’000). The collateral value of commercial properties,
incoming-producing buildings and private houses of high standing is determined with the help of external
appraisers.
Interest rate risk management with respect to the balance sheet structure is managed by the Group’s ALM
committee.
Other market risks, mainly on currency and securities positions, are contained by virtue of very strict limits
imposed by the operating units. The positions are monitored daily.
Operating risks are limited through a series of internal regulations and provisions. Control operations are
an integral part of daily operations. Internal Audit constantly monitor the adequacy of the procedures.
The Compliance service ensures that regulations and diligence requirements affecting the Group’s various
areas of operations are respected.

Outsourcing
Banca del Sempione has appointed an external company to carry out the necessary maintenance work on
programs belonging to the IT platform BOSS. A detailed services contract formally regulates the terms of
this service. All personnel connected with the service company are subject to bank secrecy obligations.
However, the services are not subject to the provision of circular FINMA 08/07.

2. Accounting principles and valuation criteria
General principles
The accounting principles and valuation criteria adopted are in compliance with the provisions of the Code
of Obligations, Swiss banking law, and the rulings issued by the FINMA.
The consolidated financial statements have been drawn up in accordance with Swiss law governing the
preparation of bank accounting statements. They present a true and fair view of the Group’s capital structure,
financial standing, and operating performance.
All transactions are shown in the financial statements according to the transaction date entry principle.

Scope and method of consolidation
Those companies in which the Bank owns more than 50% of capital and shares with voting rights are fully
consolidated.
In accordance with the fully consolidated method, debits and credits, as well as revenues and expenses
generated by transactions between consolidated companies, are netted. Consolidations of capital takes place
according to the “purchase method”. According to this method, book value is offset against net equity existing at the time of formation or acquisition.
Any equity investments held by 20%-50% are recognized in the consolidated financial statements according
to the equity method.
The non-consolidated equity investments are shown in the balance sheet at acquisition cost less any
amortization, which may be necessary.
The list of significant participations, as well as the change in the scope of consolidation, are shown on note 3.3.

Conversion of foreign currencies
Foreign currency transactions are booked at the exchange rates of the transaction date.
Profits and losses generated by the winding up of these transactions or by the conversion of foreign-currency
denominated assets and liabilities at exchange rates prevailing as at the end of the financial year are
booked to the income statement. The assets and liabilities of the consolidated companies are converted at
the year-end exchange rate, whereas revenues and expenses are converted at the average exchange rate. The
resulting differences are directly allocated to the Bank equity.
The following table sets out the exchange rates against the major foreign currencies applied for conversion
purposes:
2008

USD
EUR
GBP
YEN

2007

Year End

Average

Year End

Average

1.0605
1.4912
1.5392
1.1757

1.0803
1.5854

1.1228
1.6556
2.2434
1.0028

1.1965
1.6420

Main valuation principles
Assets, liabilities, and off-balance sheet entries shown under the same item are always subject to an individual
valuations.

Cash, money market securities, loans to banks, liability reserves
These items are shown in the financial statements on the basis of their nominal value or acquisition value,
less write-downs to individual items for credit risk. The discount on money market securities is divided into
installments.
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Loans (accounts receivable from customers and mortgage lending)
Loans are generally booked at nominal value.
Non-performing loans - defined as loans for which the debtor is considered unlikely to meet its commitments
based on an examination of solvency criteria - are valued on a case-by-case basis. Presumed risks of loss
are covered by individual prudent write-downs. Any commitments deriving from off-balance sheet transactions
are duly considered in this valuation.
A loan is considered non-performing when interest and repayment expired by more than 90 days at the
latest. In this case, interest not received is directly attributed to write-downs; an entry to revenue is made
only when the interest is effectively received.
The amount of the write-down corresponds to the difference between the book value of the loan and the
amount the Bank believes it can collect as a function of counterparty risk and net revenues obtainable from
the implementation of any guarantees. Non-performing loans are recognised in the balance sheet net of corresponding write-downs. A lump-sum adjustment may be applied to loans that, while not substandard, present
a potential risk of loss, and to the portion of the portfolio consisting of numerous small loans. This adjustment is determined by applying a calculation method that is systematic and constant over time (20% of the
nominal value of risked loans and 5% for the minor loans).
Changes in the amount of the write-down, both case-by-case and lump-sum, as well as collections of loans
previously amortised are entered under the income statement item “value adjustments, provisions, and losses”.
Reserves released because they are no longer necessary are either allocated to form new provisions or
booked to the income statement under the item “extraordinary gains”.

Trading securities and precious metals
Trading securities and precious metals are shown at the market price on the closing date of the financial
statements and the results generated are shown in the income statement. If no reliable market price is
available, the lesser value principle is applied.

Financial investments
Fixed-income securities are valued according to the accrual method since the intention is to hold them to
maturity.
Any transaction premiums and discounts at the time of the acquisition of the fixed-income securities are
therefore shown in the income statement on an accrual basis according to time-to-maturity.
The result realized on a sale or early repayment is spread over the residual duration of the transaction
determined on the basis of the original maturity date.
Any depreciation in value caused by a deterioration in the issuer’s solvency is shown under the item “other
ordinary expenses”. In a similar way, any later write-backs to the previous value are booked to the item “other
ordinary revenues”.
Participations and precious metals are shown at the lesser of acquisition cost and market value. Real assets
received in guarantee of loans issued and those received from auctions are shown among financial investments
if the intention is to sell them off; they are shown at the lesser of acquisition cost and liquidation value.
Physical assets in precious metals intended for conversion into cash are valued according to the lesser value
principle, while those used to cover commitments in the metals account are valued according to market prices.

Non-consolidated participations
Any minority stakes held by 20%-50% are shown in the financial statements according to the equity method.
The companies in which the Bank holds an equity investment of less than 20% of the voting shares or whose
sizes and operations do not have a significant impact on the Group, are shown in the financial statements at
acquisition price less depreciation and amortization as appropriate.

Fixed assets
Assets used for more than one reporting period and which are higher than the minimum activation limit are
shown in the balance sheet at acquisition cost less depreciation and amortization. Depreciation and amortization are applied according to the straight-line method and are estimated on the basis of the presumed
useful life of the assets according to conservative criteria.
Purchases of software and other intangible assets are carried in the balance sheet only if their useful life is
multi-year. Intangible assets developed in-house are not recognised on the balance sheet.
Every year the bank examines the consistency of the criteria adopted and, if necessary, deducts supplementary
depreciation and amortization. Ordinary and supplementary depreciation and amortization are booked under
the income statement item “depreciation and amortization of fixed assets”.
The presumed useful life expected for the different categories of assets is set out below:
Real estate, including land
Other fixed assets
Information technology and other equipment

Up to 67 years
Up to 10 years
Up to 5 years

Any gains realized on sales are shown under the item “extraordinary gains” and any losses under the item
“extraordinary losses”.

Intangible Assets
Goodwill
If an equity investment is acquired at a price higher than the net value of the assets taken over, the
difference is recognised as goodwill.
Amortisation, calculated in accordance with the useful life of the asset (usually 5 years), is recognised in the
income statement.
At the end of each period, the real value of goodwill is in any case subject to an impairment test. If it proves
to be overvalued, supplemental amortisation is recognised.

Employee pension funds
All employees at the Swiss parent company are members of two legally autonomous pension funds.
Foreign employees are subject to a professional pension required from local laws. In the absence of such laws,
voluntary pensions may be set up.
Premiums paid by the employer are recognised as staff expenses.
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Taxes
Current taxes are determined in accordance with legal provisions in force. They are booked in the income
statement of the period in which taxable earnings are generated.
Tax provisions set aside at year-end are booked under the liability item “accrued liabilities and deferred
income”. The tax effect of the time difference between the tax amount and the financial statement value of
the assets and contingent liabilities is booked as deferred taxes on the liability side of the balance sheet
under the item “value adjustments and provisions”.
Deferred taxes are calculated separately for each accounting period and for each tax entity based on tax rates
in effect at the time the annual financial statements are drawn up. Deferred tax credits on time differences
or on losses carried forward are booked under the asset item “pre-paid expenses and accrued interest” only
if it is likely that they will be realized as a result of the future generation of sufficient taxable earnings.
Deferred tax credits and liabilities are offset only to the extent that they are attributable to the same tax
collection agency and only if this offsetting is permitted by law.

Contingent liabilities
These off-balance sheet transactions are booked at nominal value. Value adjustments and provisions are
made for all recognizable risks on a case-by-case basis as at the financial statement ending-date according
to the conservative principle.

Value adjustments and provisions
A single value adjustment and provision is made for all recognizable risks as at the financial statement
ending-date according to the conservative principle.
Provisions no longer necessary for operating purposes and which are not used to constitute new provisions
of the same type are liquidated in favor of the income statement.
Individual provisions and value adjustments are used to directly decrease the value of the asset in question.
The tax provision includes only deferred taxes deriving from the difference between the financial statement
criteria adopted for drawing up the annual consolidated accounts and the individual financial statements.

Derivative financial instruments
All derivative financial instruments are shown at market value since they are strictly for trading purposes.
Positive and negative replacement values are booked under the balance sheet items “other assets” or “other
liabilities” as appropriate.
Market value is determined by market prices on an efficient and sufficiently liquid regulated stock exchange,
by sell prices offered by a market-maker or by prices calculated with the aid of a pricing model.
Offsetting in the balance sheet between positive and negative replacement values with the same counterparty is allowed only within the limits of legally valid offsetting agreements.
The realized or unrealized results from transactions with derivative instruments are shown under the item
“results from trading operations”.

Changes to the accounting, valuation, and presentation principles
The accounting and valuation principles applied to the annual report for the year-ending 31 December 2008
are the same as those applied in the previous year.

3. Information on the balance sheet
3.1 Breakdown of collateral loans and off-balance sheet transactions

(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Loans
Due from customers
Mortgages
– Residential real estate
– Trade and industrial property
Total loans
Previous year

Mortgage
collateral

Non-performing loans
Year under review
Previous year

Total

6’734

41’173

6’500

54’407
62’092

57’718
4’374
68’826
71’006

41’173
65’926

6’500
8’578

116’499
145’510

17’304

17’304
16’297

444
2’194
50
2’688
1’881

17’748
2’194
50
19’992
18’178

Gross
amount

Estimated
realisation
value

Net
amount

Specific
provisio –
ning

4’648
10’150

310
2’218

4’338
7’932

3’588
7’932

Year under
review

Previous
year

349
141
242
732

289
254
260
803

Off-balance sheet transactions
Contingent liabilities
Irrevocable commitments
Liabilities for calls on shares and other equities
Total off-balance sheet transactions
Previous year

(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Type of collateral
Other
Without
collateral
collateral

3.2 Securities and precious metal trading portfolios, financial investments and participations

(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Securities and precious metal trading portfolios
Interest bearing securities
Listed equities
Precious metals
Total securities and precious metal trading portfolios

(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Financial investments
Interest bearing securities to keep until maturity
Listed equities
Real estate
Total financial investments
of which securities used in repurchase agreements, according to liquidity provisions

Book
Value
Year under
Previous
review
year

44’732
3’217
2’015
49’964
26’732

32’455
2’881
2’005
37’341
27’449

(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Market
Value
Previous
Year under
review
year

45’154
3’219
2’015
50’388

32’246
2’976
2’005
37’227

Year under
review

Previous
year

20
20

20
20

Participations
Not listed
Total participations
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3.3 Information on significant participations
Name and address

Year under
review

Business activities

Fully consolidated companies
Banca del Sempione (Overseas) Ltd, Nassau
BDS Corporate Services Ltd, Nassau
Imocentro SA, Lugano
Finrate SA, Lugano
Accademia SGR SpA, Milano

Bank and Trust
Financial
Real Estate
Financial
Asset Management

CHF
USD
CHF
CHF
EUR

Previuos
year

Share capital

Interest in %

Interest in %

5’000’000
100’000
700’000
200’000
2’000’000

100
100
100
100
91

100
100
100
100
91

In 2008, Accademia SGR implemented a EUR 400,000 capital increase underwritten proportionally by existing shareholders.

3.4 Fixed assets and participations

(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Historical
cost

Write-offs/
Accumulated
depreciation

Book
value
previous
year

70
70

50
50

20
20

49’251
20’288
69’539

15’441
17’557
32’998

33’810
2’731
36’541

583
583

240
240

343
343

Non-consolidated Participations
Other participations
Total non-consolidated participation
Fixed assets
Bank buildings
Others fixed assets
Total fixed assets
Intangible assests
Goodwill
Total intangible assests

Fire insurance value of real estate
Fire insurance value of other fixed assets

Commitments on outstanding leasing contracts

Additions

Write-offs/
Disposals Depreciations

Reclassifications

Book
value year
under
review

20
20

38
1’424
1’462

–995
–1’198
–2’193

32’853
2’957
35’810

–343
–343

43’511
6’755

154

3.5 Other assets and other liabilities

(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Replacement value of derivative financial instruments
related to contracts negotiated for own account
Indirect taxes
Settlement accounts
Total

Year under review
Other
Other
assets
liabilities

10’691
219
309
11’219

10’424
3’022
3’566
17’012

Previous year
Other
Other
assets
liabilities

1’509
194
757
2’460

1’398
3’730
526
5’654

Year under
review

Previous
year

5’955

5’945

7’077
13’032

7’387
13’332

Year under
review

Previous
year

3’182

3’365

3.6 Assets pledged or ceded to secure own liabilities and assets subject to ownership reservation

(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Type of securities and purpose of the deposit
Financial investment reserved for REPO transactions with the SNB (unused)
Receivables from banks and financial investment to cover mandatory margins
on derivative products (fully used)
Total

3.7 Liabilities to the pension fund of own staff

(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Balances in sight and time accounts of the Group foundation

Banca del Sempione has two pension plans for its staff members in Switzerland.
For the mandatory part, LPP, the Bank has opted for affiliation with the legally independent, Basel-based, Collective Pension Foundation.
In addition, employees are affiliated with the Banca del Sempione Pension Fund, managing only the optional (supplemental) part of the
professional pension plan.
Both Funds reinsure risks with a life insurance company, fully for the mandatory part, and only for the risk of decease and disability for
the supplemental part. The pension age is the same as that established by the AVS. In case of early retirement, the affiliate receives the
capital accumulated at that time (supplemental part).
At the end of the accounting period, as in the previous year, the Bank did not record any obligations with the two pension funds since
all the risks are reinsured and there are no financial risks in the supplemental part.
So the Bank receives neither a monetary advantage nor does it have coverage obligations. All the Bank’s financial obligations to the
pension Funds are fulfilled with the payment of the contributions.
Neither of the two Funds contain reserve contributions from the employer. The Banca del Sempione Pension Fund’s last audited annual
report (31 December 2007) showed a coverage rate of 150%.
Banca del Sempione (Overseas) Ltd. employees benefit from voluntary pension coverage. In this case as well, the Bank’s commitment
is limited to the payment of contributions.
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3.8 Valuation adjustements and provision

(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Provisions for current and deferred taxes

Previous
year

Specific
usage

Recoveries,
doubtful
interest,
exchange
differences

New
allocation
charged
to income
statement

1’670

Reversal
credited
to income
statement

Year
under
review

–13

1’657

–2’555

Valuation adjustments and provisions reserve for
loan losses (credit and country risks)
Other provisions
Subtotal

8’012
13’979
21’991

–1’553
–328
–1’881

–221
–1’321
–1’542

220
220

–2’555

3’683
12’550
16’233

Total valuation adjustments and provisions

23’661

–1’881

–1’542

220

–2’568

17’890

less:
valuation adjustments directly netted with assets
Total valuation adjustments and
provisions as per balance sheet
Reserves for general banking risks

–7’932
15’729
13’700

–3’588

1’250

14’302
14’950

3.9 Statement of changes in shareholders’equity

Shareholders’equity, at beginning of year under review
Share capital
General legal reserve
Minority interests in shareholders’equity
Other reserves
Retained earnings
Total shareholders’equity, at the beginning of year under review (before profit distribution)
– Dividend
+ Allocation to the reserve for general banking risks
+ Foreign currency transactions and consolidation differences
+ Net income
Total shareholders’equity, at the end of year under review (before profit distribution)
Of which:
Share capital
General legal reserve
Minority interests in shareholders’equity
Other reserves
Retained earnings

(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

20’000
57’467
176
13’700
9’306
100’649
–4’000
1’250
–147
9’062
106’814
20’000
62’608
194
14’950
9’062

3.10 Maturity structure of current assets and borrowed funds

Maturity

(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

At sight

Current assets
Cash
Due from banks
Due from customers
Mortgages

73’825
90’802
1’144

Securities and precious metal
trading portfolios
Financial investments
Total current assets
Previous year
Borrowed funds
Due to banks

732
3’217
169’720
40’407

Within
Within
3 months 3–12 months

Within
12 months–
5 years

41’102
27’876

130’968
8’070
10’986

8’685
3’858
9’247

233
13’983

68’978
89’758

17’322
167’346
125’746

9’570
31’360
30’164

17’840
32’056
31’725

4’948

Due to customers in saving
and investment accounts
Due to customers,
other
Total borrowed funds
Previous year

Redeemable
by notice

After
5 years

Real estate
to be sold

73’825
230’455
54’407
62’092

1’514

2’015
2’015
2’005

5’997

2’300
45’313
41’696

732
49’964
471’475
321’319

10’945

43’013
303’927
308’875
166’143

Total

43’013
16’047
22’044
23’848

2’679
2’679
1’947

324’953
378’911
235’422

1’788

3.11 Related party transactions, loans to members of the Bank’s governing bodies

(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Due from related companies
Due to related companies
Loans and exposure to members of the bank’s governing bodies

Year under
review

Previous
year

6’394
10’138
5’385

6’371
4’847
5’422

Transactions with related parties
No significant transactions with affiliated entities were executed during the financial year. The conditions applied for banking services
are equivalent to those applied to primary customers. Members of the Bank’s governing bodies enjoy the same benefits made available
to all employees.
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3.12 Assets and liabilities by domestic and foreign origin
Year under review
(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Assets
Cash
Due from banks
Due from customers
Mortgages
Securities and precious metal trading portfolios
Financial investments
Non-consolidated participations
Fixed assets
Intangible assets
Accrued income and prepaid expenses
Other assets
Total assets
Liabilities
Due to banks
Due to customers in saving
and investment accounts
Due to customers, other
Accrued expenses and deferred income
Other liabilities
Valuation adjustments and provisions
Reserves for general banking risks
Share capital
Reserves and retained earnings
Minority interests in shareholders’equity
Net income
Of which minority interests
Total liabilities and shareholders’equity

Previous year

Domestic

Foreign

Domestic

Foreign

73’824
25’774
19’476
62’092
248
10’843
20
35’394

1
204’681
34’931

2
97’929
55’398

416

6’321
33’413
27’216
62’896
268
13’221
20
36’021

2’183
10’965
240’819

785
254
280’673

1’513
2’221
183’110

520
343
1’162
239
180’248

8’471

2’474

13’978

10’395

38’912
111’762
3’592
16’182
14’302
14’950
20’000
58’944

4’101
213’191
861
830

34’421
80’403
4’880
5’302
15’729
13’700
20’000
54’392

4’175
92’050
1’024
352

7’055
294’170

484
39’121

3’664
194
2’007
–42
227’322

6’933
249’738

535
24’120

3’075
176
2’373
–5
113’620

3.13 Assets by countries/country group

Year under review

Previous year

(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Amount CHF

Percentage %

Amount CHF

Percentage %

Switzerland
Other OECD countries
Other countries
Total assets with foreign countries
Total assets

240’819
268’598
12’075
280’673
521’492

46
52
2
54
100

183’110
156’128
24’120
180’248
363’358

50
43
7
50
100

3.14 Balance sheet by currencies

(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Assets
Cash
Due from banks
Due from Customers
Mortgages
Securities and precious metal trading portfolios
Financial Investments
Non-consolidated participations
Fixed assets
Accrued income and prepaid expenses
Other assets
Total assets
Forward transactions and currency options
Total assets
Liabilities and shareholders’equity
Due to banks
Due to customers in saving
and investment accounts
Due to customers, other
Accrued expenses and deferred income
Other liabilities
Valuation adjustments and provisions
Reserves for general banking risks
Share capital
Reserves and retained earnings
Minority interests in shareholders’equity
Net income
Of which minority interests
Total liabilities and shareholders’equity
Forward transactions and currency options
Total liabilities and shareholders’equity
Net positions per currency

Currency
CHF

USD

EUR

Other

Total

72’168
26’542
23’018
62’092
2
36’642
20
35’713
1’420
7’911
265’528
26’023
291’551

32
81’380
1’511

1’602
110’927
27’885

23
11’606
1’993

22
3’487

466
5’129

242
4’706

394
199
87’025
112’313
199’338

97
1’121
276
147’503
156’555
304’058

33
2’833
21’436
75’015
96’451

73’825
230’455
54’407
62’092
732
49’964
20
35’810
2’968
11’219
521’492
369’906
891’398

189

1’060

3’292

6’404

10’945

85’660
92
222

125’656
401
1’496
11’987

11’686
3
2’907

43’013
101’951
3’957
12’387
2’315
14’950
20’000
62’608
9’476

49

270’846
26’075
296’921
–5’370

87’083
112’103
199’186
152

194
–463
–42
142’563
156’787
299’350
4’708
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4. Information on off –balance sheet transactions
4.1 Contingent liabilities

Year under
review

Previous
year

17’748
17’748

16’638
16’638

Positive
replacement
value

Negative
replacement
value

Contract
volumes

7’525
3’166
10’691
1’509

7’255
3’169
10’424
1’398

262’218
107’688
369’906
226’426

(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Year under
review

Previous
year

Fiduciary transactions
Fiduciary deposits with third banks
Fiduciary loans
Total fiduciary transactions

297’663
38’657
336’320

500’627
47’449
548’076

Year under
review

Previous
year

(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Contingent liabilities
Guarantees and similar instruments issued
Total contingent liabilities

4.2 Outstanding derivative instruments

(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Foreign exchange
Forward contracts
Options (OTC)
Total
Previous year

4.3 Fiduciary transactions

4.4 Assets under control

(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Type of Assets under control
Assets in funds managed by the Group
Assets under management
Other Assets under control
Total Assets under control (including assets consolidated two times)
of which double counting
Net new money

415’734
297’832
478’452
579’612
1’913’234 2’197’994
2’807’420 3’075’438
413’863
292’450
129’422
249’120

Client assets under control include all assets for which the Bank is not only limited to custody, receiving therefore commissions and/or
fees in addition to custody fees and account maintenance charges.
Net fund inflow includes all incoming and outgoing transfers in cash and securities occurring during the year, in accordance with the
valuation on the transfer date and excluding interest, fees and commissions.

5. Information on the income statement
5.1 Result from trading operations
(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Foreign exchange and banknotes
Precious metals
Securities
Total result from trading operations

Year under
review

Previous
year

2’147
4
–100
2’051

2’092
46
–41
2’097

Year under
review

Previous
year

744
12’373
1’301
1’321
572
16’311

702
11’387
1’121
1’194
977
15’381

Year under
review

Previous
year

1’130
1’388
3’963
6’481

1’016
1’336
4’040
6’392

5.2 Personnel expenses

(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Bank organs
Salaries and wages
AVS, AI, IPG and other contributions required by law
Pension foundation contributions
Other personnel expenses
Total personnel expenses

5.3 Other operating expenses

(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Premises expenses
Information technology, machinery, fixtures and fittings, vehicles and other equipment
Other operating expenses
Total operating expenses

5.4 Extraordinary income and costs

The extraordinary income of CHF 3'053'000 refers to the dissolution of provisions for doubtful credits economically not necessary
anymore and the recovery of credits amortized during previous periods.
Under the extraordinary costs a provision of CHF 1’250’000 has been registered in favour of the reserves for general banking risks.

5.5 Revaluation of fixed assets to a level exceeding acquisition value (art. 665 and 665a CO)

No company included within the scope of consolidation has carried out revaluations.
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5.6 Revenues and expenses from ordinary banking operations broken down according to the domicile of operations
(Switzerland or abroad)
Year under rewiew
(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Result from interest activities
Interest and discount income
Interest and dividend income on trading portfolios
Interest and dividend income on financial investments
Interest expense
Net interest income (subtotal)
Result from commission and service fee activities
Commission income on lending activities
Commission income on securities and investment activities
Commission income on other services
Commission expenses
Result from commission and service fee activities (subtotal)
Result from trading operations

Other ordinary results
Results from the sale of financial investments
Income from non-consolidated participations
Real estate income
Other ordinary income
Other ordinary expenses
Total operating expenses (subtotal)
Total income
Operating expenses
Personnel expenses
Other operating expenses
Total operating expenses (subtotal)
Gross Profit

Previous year

Switzerland

Abroad

Switzerland

Abroad

8’400
4
841
–991
8’254

1’193

1’326

50
–661
582

8’102
9
692
–809
7’994

192
19’040
2’376
–1’933
19’675

12
3’592
848
–190
4’262

149
20’947
2’265
–2’403
20’958

11
4’021
310
–227
4’115

1’945

106

1’989

108

–7
3
642
31
–550
119

7

132
–26
113

97
2
693
7
–15
784

29’993

5’063

31’725

4’733

–14’953
–5’381
–20’334

–1’358
–1’100
–2’458

–14’492
–5’203
–19’695

–889
–1’189
–2’078

9’659

2’605

12’030

2’655

Year under
review

Previous
year

–13
1’952
1’939

120
–15
2’236
2’341

37
–853
510

5.7 Taxes

(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

New provisions for deferred taxes
Release of provisions for deferred taxes
Taxes on current income
Total taxes

6. Eligible capital and necessary capital

Year under
review

Previous
Year

Eligible capital

97’752

91’000

Credit risk
Risk without counterparty
Market risk
Operational risk
Write-downs and provisions
Necessary capital

13’475
8’661
3’465
5’202
–763
30’040

12’953
8’729
1’225
4’845
–797
26’955

(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

The data reported in the table is based in the Basel II provisions on capital. At 31 December 2008, CHF 97.8 million in eligible
capital is in place covering a legal need valued at CHF 30 million. The ratio of eligible capital to necessary capital is 325% (previous
year: 338%), reflecting Banca del Sempione’s solid capital structure.
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THE VALUE OF LOCAL EXPERIENCES AND RESOURCES

Switzerland’s wooden bridges represent the
trajectory of human determination, ability,
and intellect. In a period of limited means, in
which the landscape posed obstacles that
were difficult to overcome, genial carpenters
constructed admirable works of engineering.
They were men of brilliant intelligence and
prodigious dexterity who knew how to overcome lakes and rivers using only their skill in
working the timber of nearby woods.
With these kinds of men in mind, Banca del
Sempione constantly focuses on the needs
and plans of households, companies, and institutions.

Wooden bridges

Tradition
and culture

Julius Caesar in his De Bello Gallico was the first to write at length about the technical details of the
wooden bridge, almost 500 meters long, that he had built in 55 BC on the Rhine, then the border between Rome and the Germans. Caesar’s text and the bas-reliefs of Trajan’s Column, reproducing both
the Rhine bridge and the Danube bridge that Trajan had built, were used as construction manuals for
wooden bridges, inspiring numerous architects during the Renaissance, including Andrea Palladio and
Leon Battista Alberti, as well as the Briton John Soane in the 1700s. Bridges always played a special
role in communication routes because they represented a sign of power, a symbolic and functional portrayal of the superiority of the human intellect over the obstacles posed by nature.

COVERED WOODEN BRIDGES: SWITZERLAND’S VOCATION AND HERITAGE
Wooden bridges, then, offered the great advantage of rapid construction and likewise very rapid
destruction or dismantling for defensive purposes.
Rome’s first bridge, Pons Sublicius, erected in the
Seventh Century BC, was made of wood. Geneva
entered into history when Julius Caesar destroyed
the only bridge at the time, made of wood, that
allowed passage from Helvetian lands to Gaul, in
58 BC. The first bridges of Paris, London, and
Basel were made of wood, and until the late
1500s also the Ponte di Rialto in Venice. Also
made of wood was the bridge that Palladio built,
still today the symbol of Bassano del Grappa.
After the fall of the Roman Empire and throughout the Middle Ages, the art of carpentry developed in a particular way in the territory of today’s Switzerland. Many of the covered bridges
still visible today, in Olten and Thun, for example, or between Stein and Bad Säckingen in
Germany, are the result of that tradition, made of
easily found local materials. In the 1700s, the
wooden bridges of Wettingen, Reichenau and
Sciaffusa, built by two brothers named Johannes
and Hans Ulrich Grubenmann, were the object
of admiration and study because of their unusual
length and their shape, claiming a place in the
history of architecture. Soane was more interested in their functionality and construction technique rather than their aesthetics.
Fundamental junctions for the Swiss economy,
the bridges reflected the enormous growth in
communications and trade, especially after the

opening of the San Gottardo pass in the Thirteenth
Century, in a constant meshing of history and
technology. On the route that linked the fairs of
Italy to the markets of Flanders and the German
Empire, Lucerne was founded in the Thirteenth
Century, the only city on the northern outlet
from San Gottardo: a bridge-city that soon became a centre for trade, cultural exchange, the
spread of the Catholic faith, as well as a strategic
outpost for the Hapsburgs in their struggle against
the autonomist claims of the Waldstatten. The
city began to develop around the convent of
Sankt Leodegar (Hofkirche). At the mouth of
the river Reuss on the Four Cantons Lake, along
with the first fortifications, the imposing octagonal Wasserturm tower was built, still today the
symbol of the city, and the Kapellbrücke (Chapel
Bridge), the oldest covered wooden bridge in
Europe. The Kapellbrücke, which crossed the

Previous page:
Kapellbrücke Lucerne, Lucerne Canton.
From above in sequence:
Bridge of Bremgarten, Argovia Canton.
Bridge of Bad Säckingen
between Stein, Argovia Canton and Germany.
Side page in sequence:
Footbridge Hurden, Schwyz Canton.
Kapellbrücke Lucerne, Lucerne Canton.

river zigzag, was built between 1300 and 1333, the
most photographed monument in Switzerland.
In 1616, the miniaturist Hans Heinrich Wagmann
made 158 tables that tell the story, to those who
go through them, of Lucerne and the Swiss Confederation up to that time. The bridge allowed the
urban development of the river’s left bank, around
the Franciscan Convent, favouring the economic
growth of Lucerne. With its 283 meters, the
Kapellbrücke originally completed the city’s defensive line, but it lost this function between
1332, when Lucerne allied with the first confederates, and 1386, after the victory of Sempach. In
1408 another covered wooden bridge was built in
Lucerne, the Spreuerbrücke, still standing today.
A third bridge, the Hofbrücke, linking the Hofkirche to Saint Peter’s Chapel was demolished in
1852. The Kapellbrücke suffered the same fate in
1870, it was later rebuilt, and again half destroyed
by fire in 1993, but then restored so as not to deprive Switzerland of one of its most known symbols. The Chapel Bridge evokes Swiss tradition
and genius, its strength, and the ability to resist
over time. That is why in 2005 the Swiss Confederation Mint dedicated a commemorative silver
coin to the Kapellbrücke.
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Banca del Sempione (Overseas) Ltd., Nassau

ACCADEMIA SGR SpA

The Company
Accademia SGR is an asset-management company specialized in real estate funds, combining the international
experience accumulated in real estate and the asset management business generated by Banca del Sempione
in over forty years. Providing asset management services through a real estate fund allows the Banca del
Sempione Group to enhance its range of products and services.

The Mission
Accademia SGR has inherited the Group’s attention to the needs of the individual. In fund management, this
means forging tools designed for use by a restricted number of qualified investors. The Accademia SGR mission is to give investors maximum transparency in the management of their funds. As a result, investors
have the opportunity to participate in highly attractive real estate initiatives. Said tools are directly managed by the company, with the advice of real estate industry experts, and give investors the comfort of the
guarantees afforded by the control structure, under Italian law.

Real Estate Funds
In 2008, Accademia SGR obtained authorisation to distribute two new closed-end real estate funds reserved
to qualified investors; these are in addition to the three whose assets have already been invested by our
Italian affiliate. During the year, the company strengthened its staff, adapting it to growing operational
needs, and with the development of the new projects it completed the start-up stage.
Accademia SGR mainly deals in the following types of funds:
Real Estate:
real estate assets, real estate rights, and/or equity investments in real estate companies;
Closed-End:
the fund regulations set the timetable and procedures for investing in shares and their duration; the investor has the option of early redemption of the shares only through a specific resolution by the SGR’s board
of directors;
Reserved:
investment is restricted to certain “qualified investors”, defined in the fund’s regulations in the framework
of Italian law. This type of fund allows for the initial identification of the investors and exemptions from
investment diversification standards prescribed by the Bank of Italy for most mutual funds.

Investing In Our Funds
The real estate funds are an ideal tool for transforming savings into a real fruitful and safe investment, far
from securities market fluctuations because of value growth over time and sizable returns. Since these funds
are reserved for “qualified investors”, they are allowed to maintain a higher investment concentration,
a feature that makes them similar to a personal inheritance and not an anonymous mutual investment fund.

Investor Profile
Accademia SGR targets a small circle of “qualified investors” with experience in real estate investment and who
are willing to delegate management of their capital to participate in real estate transactions in association
with other investors with the same qualifications. Ministerial Decree no. 228 of 24 May 1999 defines a “qualified investor”. The definition includes institutional investors, both natural and legal persons who have specific
skills and experience in the fund’s target investment.
With Accademia SGR S.p.A., Banca del Sempione Group provides another option in its array of asset
management services.

ACCADEMIA
SGR

Accademia SGR SpA
Via S. Maurilio 13
20123 Milano
Tel. +39 02 36 567 003
Fax +39 02 36 567 183
www.accademiasgr.it

Board of Directors
Sandro Medici Chairman
Michele Bonaduce Deputy Chairman
Roberto Franchi Managing Director
Mario Galetti Director
Uberto Selvatico Estense Director
Stefano Rogna Director
Auditor
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Base Investments SICAV

In the Grand-Duchy of Luxembourg, Banca del Sempione is the sponsor of BASE Investments SICAV, an open-end
investment company established on 29 May 2001 and registered in the official list of Undertakings for
Collective Investment pursuant to the Law of 20 December 2002, Section I.
The company is organised according to the multi sub-funds, multi-manager principle. The sub-funds have
varying, specific investment objectives and different types of risk. Each sub-fund is represented by distinct
shares, offering investors the advantage of being able to choose among different investment categories.
BASE Investments SICAV aims to preserve capital, increase assets, and provide investors with a diversified
investment portfolio. The ideal minimum investment period is 2-3 years, depending on the features of the
individual sub-funds.
BASE Investments SICAV uses the most modern fund management techniques, attaching marked importance to
asset picking and the careful selection of outside managers with proven efficiency and professionalism. This
approach offers not only different investment methods, it also reduces overall investment risk. Banca del
Sempione Group takes care of the research and the selection of managers for each sub-fund with a view to
achieving the best results for investors.
Starting from the principle that the SICAV’s various sub-funds are invested in securities, where cash is used
as a support, the company carefully picks the markets it wants to operate in, focusing mainly on three asset
classes (equity, bond, and monetary), following the specific approaches of the sub-funds, listed below:

BASE Investments SICAV - Equities USA
The objective of this Sub-Fund is to outperform the Standard & Poor’s 500 Index, investing mainly in shares
of companies domiciled in the United States or which generate the bulk of their turnover in the United
States.
BASE Investments SICAV - Equities Switzerland
The objective of this Sub-Fund is to outperform the SLI Index, investing mainly in shares of companies
domiciled in Switzerland or which generate the bulk of their turnover in Switzerland.
BASE Investments SICAV - Equities Europe
The objective of this Sub-Fund is to outperform the EUROSTOXX 50 Index, investing mainly in shares of
companies domiciled in Continental Europe and the United Kingdom (including all EU and Scandinavian countries, as well as Switzerland) or which generate the bulk of their turnover in Continental Europe and the
United Kingdom.
BASE Investments SICAV - Equities Italy
The objective of this Sub-Fund is to outperform an Index composed of JPM CASH EUR 03 MONTHS (15%) and
COMIT GLOBALE (85%), investing mainly in shares of companies domiciled in Italy or which generate the
bulk of their turnover in Italy.
BASE Investments SICAV - Equities Asia
The objective of this Sub-Fund is to seek capital preservation and appreciation over time, investing mainly
in shares of companies domiciled in Asia or which generate the bulk of their turnover in Asia.
BASE Investments SICAV - Bond EUR
The objective of this Sub-Fund is to outperform an index composed of SSB EUROBIG (80%) and JPM CASH EURO
03 MONTHS (20%), with a time horizon of three years, investing mainly in euro-denominated fixed-income
securities, having a rating of at least A- according to the Standard & Poor’s rating system (or an equivalent
rating assigned by another rating agency).

BASE Investments SICAV - Bond USD
The objective of this Sub-Fund is to outperform the SSB EuroDollar Index, with a time horizon of three years,
investing mainly in USD-denominated fixed-income securities, having a rating of at least A- according to the
Standard & Poor’s rating system (or an equivalent rating assigned by another rating agency).
BASE Investments SICAV - Bond CHF
The investment objective of this Sub-Fund is to outperform an index composed of SBI FOREIGN RATING AAA
TOTAL RETURN (80%) and JPMORGAN CASH INDEX CHF 3 MONTHS (20%), with a time horizon of three years,
having a rating of at least A- according to the Standard & Poor’s rating system (or an equivalent rating
assigned by another rating agency).
BASE Investments SICAV - Bond EUR II
The objective of this Sub-Fund is to outperform an index composed of EBREXX Gov. Bond 2.5-5.5 years (85%)
and JPM EMU CASH 03 Months (15%), with a time horizon of three years, investing mainly in euro-denominated fixed-income securities issued by entities having a rating of BBB or better according to the Standard
& Poor’s rating system (or an equivalent rating assigned by another rating agency).
BASE Investments SICAV - Short Term CHF
The objective of this Sub-Fund is to outperform the JPM CASH CHF 03 MONTHS Index, mainly investing in
fixed-rate or floating-rate securities, such that the average time to maturity of the securities included in
the portfolio does not exceed twelve months.
BASE Investments SICAV - Short Term EUR
The objective of this Sub-Fund is to outperform the JPM CASH EUR 03 MONTHS Index, mainly investing in
fixed-rate or floating-rate securities, such that the average time to maturity of the securities included in
the portfolio does not exceed twelve months.
BASE Investments SICAV - Short Term USD
The objective of this Sub-Fund is to outperform the JPM CASH USD 03 MONTHS Index, mainly investing in
fixed-rate or floating-rate securities, such that the average time to maturity of the securities included in
the portfolio does not exceed twelve months.
In 2008, BASE Investments SICAV increased client inflows by more than 25%. This was made possible by the
quality especially of its money market and bond sub-funds, well received by clients and whose assets
increased significantly. Overall, the SICAV’s total assets decreased as a result of the equity sub-funds
performance, in turn affected by the performances of their underlying markets

Board of Directors
Roberto Franchi Chairman
Massimo Paolo Gentili Independent Director
Stefano Rogna Director
Beat Viktor Meier Director
Auditor
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The hallmark of progress
Planted in the riverbed, wide arcades lend their hand
to join the banks divided by the water.
The Bank plays an analogous role: integrate a set of
solutions to achieve objectives and results that are
separate from the unpredictabilities of the markets.

Banca del Sempione (Overseas) Ltd., Nassau
Banca del Sempione’s mission to serve its clients and explore new opportunities and trading possibilities for
them was furthered in early 2000 with the opening of Banca del Sempione (Overseas), domiciled in Nassau,
The Bahamas and wholly-owned by the Swiss parent.
This Caribbean country and especially Nassau are today one of the world’s major financial centres with around
400 banks. Because of its constantly updated infrastructure and highly restrictive anti-money laundering regulations, over time it has earned the reputation of being the Switzerland of the Caribbean. Evidence of the
effort made is that fact that the country and the banking industry in particular are no longer on the OECD
black list.
Banca del Sempione (Overseas) has been able to participate in this context and today it is an independent
operation within the Group, with a deep commitment to asset management and the offer of financial and
estate planning services. Over the years, the Nassau branch has acquired the skills that have enabled it to
play the precious role of advisor in the selection of outside managers for the group’s SICAV, BASE INVESTMENTS, for years present in Luxembourg.
Thanks to the recruitment of additional staff with specialist skills and training, the bank is now equipped
with the tools needed to protect its customers in an extremely complex environment while ensuring that the
products it manages remain of the utmost quality.
Considerable attention has continued to be paid to significantly developing emerging areas within business
activities.

Nassau
Banca del Sempione (Overseas) Ltd.
George House, George Street
Nassau, The Bahamas
Tel. +1 242 322 80 15
Fax +1 242 356 20 30

Board of Directors
Günter Jehring Chairman
Beat Viktor Meier Managing Director
Roberto Franchi Director
Arthur Seligman Independent Director
Auditor
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A WEB OF EXCHANGE THROUGH WATERWAYS AND ROADWAYS

Powerful bastions to resist the strength of
the Rhine. A wide surface, trodden for centuries by pedestrians, horses, wagons, and
today bicycles, trams, and cars. The traffic
and trade of the shops and small businesses,
of importers and exporters, of the multinationals, local companies, and tourists. The
bridge on the Rhine, in Basel, has always
been a junction for economic and cultural
exchange, and in the past also political and
religious communication between southern
and northern Europe, between the Swiss
Confederation and Germany and Eastern
Europe. It is also man’s victory over nature,
bridled by placing bridges that tie the banks
of the great river together.
Shaped by this logic, aimed at following
events and controlling their impact, each
day Banca del Sempione faces the financial
markets armed with skill, international experience, and common sense.

Basel and the Rhine bridge

Reliability
and efficiency

“In the year of grace 1356 … in Basel and its surroundings there was an earthquake that caused the
collapse of numerous buildings, churches and castles, as well as the deaths of many people … During
the night, a fire broke out that lasted several days and destroyed almost the entire city … The shaking
was so violent that not a single building avoided partial or total destruction.” This is what the chroniclers of the time report, it was a terrible earthquake. “Here suddenly I had before me only mountains
of stones, the silence and the horror of those who in the spectacle were set with their eyes and mind”,
wrote Petrarch who came to the Rhine city a few weeks after the earthquake.

BASEL AND THE RHINE BRIDGE – A CONTRIBUTION TO THE DEVELOPMENT OF A CITY OPEN TO THE WORLD
It is the strongest earthquake recorded in the last
thousand years north of the Alps, hitting with an
intensity comparable to 6.5 on the Richter scale,
causing 2,000 deaths and very serious damage to
the surrounding region, destroying even numerous castles. The catastrophe hit the city in the
bloom of its economic and cultural development
that began with the construction of the first
bridge on the Rhine, in 1226, ordered by Bishop
Heinrich von Thun, after the opening of the San
Gottardo route and in view of the Black Forest
land conquest policy. To defend this bridge, costly and often subjected to wars, fires and natural
disasters such as floods and ice drifts on the
Rhine, the fortress-town Kleinbasel was founded
on the right bank, granted autonomy until 1392.
But the earthquake did not condemn Basel to
the oblivion of history. The noble courts, rather
than reconstruct castles, moved within the walls,
obtaining in exchange the protection of the city,
and Basel’s political and economic importance
increased. In the late 1300s, the city became an essential traffic junction between northern Europe
and Italy. The route from Lucerne to Basel passed
through the Hapsburg dominions in Aar Gow, a
region that, then as now, was one of the crossroads at the continent’s four cardinal points,
enriched also by southern Germany’s economic
development and the ascent of the Geneva fairs.
Hence the Swiss Confederates were interested in
controlling the County of Baden and Freiamt
and in forging links with Basel which, because of

its bridge (the current Mittlerebrücke of 1905),
had one of the few and oldest passageways on
the Rhine between the Lake of Constance and
the North Sea. In the 1400s, events that had nothing to do with trade, such as the Constance and
Basel Councils, led a multi-coloured crowd of
middle class, prelates, church and civilian leaders
into the Mediterranean area. At the same time,
Erasmus of Rotterdam, Paracelso, and Hans Holbein the Young were teaching at Basel University,
the oldest in Switzerland. In 1501, the city seceded
from the Holy Roman Empire and became a Swiss
Canton. As a result, the Confederates achieved
one of their main objectives, i.e. coverage of
the entire territory between the natural borders
of the Alps and the Rhine, as the solid bridgeheads established later beyond the river between
Constance and Moulhouse demonstrate. So the
Mittlerebrücke allowed first Basel and then the

Previous page:
Mittlerebrücke, Basel.
From above in sequence:
Wettstein Bridge, Basel.
Johanniter Bridge Basel.

Side page in sequence:
Wettstein Bridge, Basel.
Mittlerebrücke, Basel.

Confederation to consolidate those necessary and
vital relations with the rest of Europe. The city
was able to develop a strong cosmopolitan and
innovative identity around a river that continues
to play a predominant role in urban life and international communications. Today Basel is a major European cultural, trade and financial centre,
the headquarters of the International Bank of
Settlements, a railway, highway and airway centre, offering Switzerland’s only trade port, and it
is one of the world’s centres for the chemicals
and pharmaceuticals industries. It is also one of
the country’s most pleasant and dynamic cities, as
reflected in the red sandstone buildings of the historical centre, and the buildings designed by
Botta, Gehry, Herzog & de Meuron or Renzo
Piano, the works of Tinguely, the 40 museums, including the celebrated Beyeler Foundation and
the Vitra Design Museum, the international fairs,
the carnival and, in the numerous outdoor cafés,
the enthusiasm of young people anticipating the
future. Zurich and Geneva too built their identities on financial centres sprung from the trade
that rotated around the ancient Rathausbrücke
and Pont de l’Ile. Still vital bridges for the development of well being and whose strength and reliability are linked to the efficiency of industry,
trade, and finance.
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BALANCE SHEET AT 31.12.2008

(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Year under
review

Previous
year

Change

Assets
Cash
Due from banks
Due from customers
Mortgages
Securities and precious metal trading portfolios
Financial investments
Participations
Fixed assets
Accrued income and prepaid expenses
Other assets
Total assets

73’824
200’025
53’067
74’892
732
47’356
15’613
14’124
2’080
10’962
492’675

6’321
93’330
81’294
75’396
803
35’574
15’032
14’189
1’409
2’660
326’008

67’503
106’695
–28’227
–504
–71
11’782
581
–65
671
8’302
166’667

17’385

18’061

–676

22’930
43’013
290’640
3’808
16’587
29’195
20’000
32’000
24’000
1’807
8’695
492’675

27’290
38’596
138’761
4’775
5’420
29’359
20’000
31’500
21’500
934
7’873
326’008

–4’360
4’417
151’879
–967
11’167
–164
500
2’500
873
822
166’667

19’473

7’778

11’695

17’748
2’194
50

16’638
1’490
50

1’110
704

369’322
10’713
10’451
309’227

226’527
1’506
1’398
516’625

142’795
9’207
9’053
–207’398

Total due from unconsolidated Group entities
and significant shareholders
Liabilities
Due to banks
Due to customers in saving and investment accounts
Due to customers, others
Accrued expenses and deferred income
Other liabilities
Valuation adjustments and provisions
Share capital
General legal reserve
Other reserves
Retained earnings
Net income
Total liabilities and shareholders’equity
Total due to unconsolidated Group entities
and significant shareholders
Off-balance sheet transactions
Contingent liabilities
Irrevocable commitments
Liabilities for capital payment in share and other equities
Derivative financial instruments
– Contracts volumes
– Positive replacement values
– Negative replacement values
Fiduciary transactions

INCOME STATEMENT 2008

Year under
review

Previous
year

Change

8’736
4
841
–975
8’606

8’432
9
692
–785
8’348

304
–5
149
–190
258

192
19’022
2’933
–1’948
20’199

149
21’007
2’453
–2’403
21’206

43
–1’985
480
455
–1’007

Result from trading operations

1’945

1’989

–44

Other ordinary results
Results from the sale of financial investments
Participation income
Real estate income
Other ordinary income
Other ordinary expenses
Result from commission and service fee activities (subtotal)

–7
1’613
79
31
–550
1’166

97
1’114
135
7
–15
1’338

–104
499
–56
24
–535
–172

31’916

32’881

–965

–14’953
–6’203
–21’156

–14’492
–6’059
–20’551

–461
–144
–605

10’760

12’330

–1’570

Gross Profit
Depreciation of fixed assets
Valuation adjustments, provisions and losses
Intermediate result

10’760
–1’541
–530
8’689

12’330
–1’565
–266
10’499

–1’570
24
–264
–1’810

Extraordinary income
Extraordinary costs
Taxes
Net income

3’116
–1’250
–1’860
8’695

74
–600
–2’100
7’873

3’042
–650
240
822

(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

REVENUES AND EXPENSES FROM ORDINARY BANKING ACTIVITIES
Result from interest activities
Interest and discount income
Interest and dividend income on trading portfolios
Interest and dividend income on financial investments
Interest expense
Net interest income (subtotal)

Result from commission and service fee activities
Commission income on lending activities
Commission income on securities and investment transactions
Commission income on other services
Commission expenses
Result from commission and service fee activities (subtotal)

Net revenues

Operating expenses
Personnel expenses
Other operating expenses
Total operating expenses (subtotal)
Gross Profit

NET INCOME
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Appropriation of retained earnings

(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Net income
Retained earnings
Total

Year under
review

Previous
year

Change

8’695
1’807

7’873
934
8’807

822
873
1’695

500
2’500
4’000
1’807

1’000
695

10’502

Proposal for appropriation on retained earnings

Allocation to general legal reserve
Allocation to other reserves
Dividend

500
2’500
5’000

To be brought forward

2’502

NOTES TO THE 2008 FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
1. Illustration of the Bank’s business operations and organization
Banca del Sempione’s business areas and risk management are not distinguished from those of the Group.
As at 31 December 2008, Banca del Sempione had 106 employees on its books, equating to 104.5 fulltime positions (previous year: 101 employees, equating respectively to 100 positions).

2. Accounting principles and valuation criteria
The accounting principles and valuation criteria adopted in drawing up the Parent company financial
statements are in compliance with the provisions of the Code of Obligations, Swiss banking law, and the
rulings issued by FINMA.
These principles coincide for the most part with those applied in drawing up the consolidated financial
statements, except for the different valuation criteria for the items illustrated:

Participations
Equity investments are shown in the balance sheet at acquisition price less depreciation and amortization
as appropriate.

Fixed assets
Fixed assets are shown at acquisition costs less depreciation and amortization as appropriate. Depreciation
and amortization are applied at constant rates based on a conservative estimate of the assets’presumed
useful life. Accelerated depreciation and amortization may be charged within the limits allowed by law.

Valuation adjustments and provisions
Case-by-case value adjustments and provisions are made according to the conservative principle for all
perceivable risks as at the closing date of the financial statements. Contingent risks are covered with lumpsum value adjustments and provisions determined by a calculation method that is systematic and constant
over time. Valuation adjustments and provisions may also contain contingent reserves.

Changes in comparison to the previous financial year
The accounting and valuation principles applied to the annual report for the year-ending 31 December 2008
are the same as those applied in the previous year.
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2. Information on the balance sheet
2.1 Other assets and other liabilities
Year under review
Other
Other
assets
liabilities

(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Replacement value of derivative financial instruments
related to contracts negotiated for own account
Indirect taxes
Settlement accounts
Total

10’713
219
30
10’962

10’451
3’022
3’114
16’587

Previous year
Other
Other
assets
liabilities

1’506
194
960
2’660

1’398
3’730
292
5’420

Year under
review

Previous
year

5’955

5’945

7’077
13’032

7’387
13’332

Reversal
credited
to income
statement

Year under
review

2.2 Pledged or assigned assets and securities lending and repurchase transactions

(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Type of securities and purpose of the deposit
Financial investment reserved for REPO transactions with the SNB (unused)
Receivables from banks and financial investment to cover mandatory margins
on derivative products (fully used)
Total

2.3 Valuation adjustments and provisions

Change
in definition
of purpose

Recoveries,
doubtful
interest,
exchange
differences

New
allocations
charged
to income
statement

-221
-1’321
-1’542

1’470
1’470

Previous
year

Specific
usage

Valuation adjustments and provisions reserve for
loan losses (credit and country risks)
Other provisions
Total valuation adjustments and provisions

8’012
29’278
37’290

-1’553
-327
-1’880

less: valuation adjustments directly netted
with assets

– 7’931

- 3’588

Total valuation adjustments and provisions
as per balance sheet

29’359

29’195

(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

-2’555
-2’555

3’683
29’100
32’783

2.4 Share capital and major shareholders with more than 5% of voting rights

(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Capital structure
Share capital
Total share capital issued and fully paid

Major shareholders at 31 December
Eburnea Holding SA, Sion (Donelli Group)
Molu Holding SA, Lugano (Gattei Group)
Golden Horn Finanz AG, Lugano (Filofibra Group)

Year under review
Total
Number
nominal
value
of shares

Previous year
Dividend
right
capital

Total
nominal
value

Number
of shares

Dividend
right
capital

20’000
20’000

20’000
20’000

200’000
200’000

20’000
20’000

20’000
20’000

200’000
200’000

Nominal value
CHF

Participation
in %

Nominal value
CHF

Participation
in %

10’400
7’000
2’350

52.00
35.00
11.75

10’400
7’000
2’350

52.00
35.00
11.75

There is neither conditional capital nor shareholders without rights to vote.

2.5 Statement of changes in shareholders’equity

Shareholder’s equity, at beginning of year under review
Share capital
General legal reserve
Other reserves
Retained earnings
Total shareholders’equity, at the beginning of year under review (before profit distribution)
– Dividend provisions to reserve
+ Net income
Total shareholders’equity, at end of year under review (before profit distribution)

(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

20’000
31’500
21’500
8’807
81’807
– 4’000
8’695
86’502

Of which:
Share capital
General legal reserve
Other reserves
Retained earnings

20’000
32’000
24’000
10’502
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2.6 Related parties transactions, loans to member of the Bank’s governing bodies

(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Due from related companies
Due to related companies
Loans and exposure to members of the bank’s governing bodies

Year under
review

Previous
year

6’369
5’158
5’372

6’314
1’436
5’405

Transactions with related parties
No significant transactions with shareholders and Group companies were executed during the financial year.
The conditions applied for banking services are equivalent to those applied to primary customers. Members of the Bank’s
governing bodies enjoy the same benefits made available to all employees.

3. Information on off-balance sheet transactions
3.1 Fiduciary transactions

(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Year under
review

Previous
year

Fiduciary placements with third party banks
Fiduciary credits
Total fiduciary transactions

270’676
38’551
309’227

469’288
47’337
516’625

Year under
review

Previous
year

2’041
4
–100
1’945

1’984
46
–41
1’989

4. Information on the income statement
4.1 Result from trading operations

(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Foreign exchange and banknotes
Precious metals
Securities
Total result from trading operations

4.2 Extraordinary income and costs

The extraordinary income of CHF 3'053'000 refers to the dissolution of provisions for doubtful credits economically not necessary
anymore and the recovery of credits amortized during previous periods.
A further amount of CHF 63’000 has been caused by the partially dissolution of latent reserves regarding fixed assets, created
during previous years through anticipated depreciations.
The costs concern the creations of provisions economically not necessary.

4.3 Revaluation of fixed assets to a level exceeding acquisition value (art. 665 e 665a CO)

No revaluations of fixed assets were carried out.
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NEW ROADS DESIGNED TO HARMONISE MAN AND NATURE

Steel and cement viaducts, stone bridges,
wooden roads suspended in air. Over the
centuries, the response to the need to travel,
to know, and to trade has taken multiple
and prodigious shapes. But the desire to
build and open new roads is not exhausted
and now new light bridges are being erected, designed to satisfy other needs: contact
with the environment, sustainable tourism,
the recovery of ancient paths. And man
once again returns to measuring himself
with nature, with the material, with technology, and with aesthetics.
Banca del Sempione too makes research
and financial analysis its strength to be able
to offer solutions that always meet the
needs of savers and investors

Modern footbridges

Well being
and innovation

Returning to Germany after a two-year sojourn in Italy, on 31 May 1788, Johann Wolfgang von Goethe
crossed the Grisons and was deeply impressed by the gorge of Via Mala. He did not write a poem
about it, but made a fascinating Chinese ink painting and a few pencil sketches. Impressive and terrifying, with its 70 meter long gorge, only three meters wide at some points, and only two kilometres
long, Via Mala, narrow and poorly protected, never fails to leave an impression on anyone who crosses it, from the Roman legionnaire to the pilgrim, from merchants to poets, from artists to the first cyclists and motorists. The strength of the Rhine river, the cliffs and the feelings of horror that they evoke
have left traces in numerous works of figurative art.

PÙNT DA SARANSUNS: A MODERN FOOTBRIDGE SUSPENDED OVER ANCIENT PATHS
In 1843, the British painter William Turner portrayed Via Mala through an agitated landscape,
based on the typical conception of the Romantic
Sublime of the time. Also from the time of the
aristocratic travellers of the 1800s, the famous
paintings of Francis Towne and John Robert
Cozens. The route that ran from Milan to Coira
(18 hours by stage coach), passing from Spluga
and Via Mala, was taken by many celebrated travellers, including Queen Victoria, Prince Luigi
Napoleon, Archduke Maximilian of Hapsburg,
Friedrich Nietzsche, Henry James, and Hans
Christian Andersen. The difficult terrain of these
mountain areas required enormous strength to
lay down roads and erect bridges, but it also
sprang forth works worthy of note throughout
Rhaetia, for centuries the crossroads for many
communication routes: Lucomagno, San Bernardino, Spluga, Settimo, Maloja, Albula, and Julier.
Today, Via Mala is a natural environmental museum where people re-live the emotions of travellers of the past, along the historical Via
Traversina, between Zillis and Thusis, and crossing the Hinterrhein over the wooden bridge of
Traversina (2005) and the Pùnt da Suransuns
(1999), which in 2003 won the International
Architectural Stone Prize. Two surprising footbridges, elegant and refined, the work of Jürg
Conzett who conceived other celebrated suspended works of architecture, like the Murau
bridge (1995) in Styria and the Coupurebrug
bridge (2002) in Flanders. The two footbridges of

the Grisons recall the major role that the paths
have played in the history of the Alps, making
us understand the real difficulties encountered
when designing and building in such an extreme
and unpredictable passageway. The Pùnt da
Suransuns, which recalls an upside down arch,
connects the two banks of the river at different
heights and over 40 meters of distance, restoring
continuity to an ancient Roman muletrack and
offering a new way of benefiting from the territory, immersed in nature, suspended over water, far
from traffic and noise. The Punt appears completely integrated into the history and geography
of the place: ancient and modern together through
cement and Andeer granite; light and strong, with
its four thin steel cables; simple and innovative.
Its impact on the landscape transmits elegance
and character, in a happy synthesis of aesthetics
and technology. Rethinking the ancient path and
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bridge, the materials, and the relationship with
the environment, an outdoor museum has sprung
up where the tourist again becomes the wayfarer,
rediscovers simplicity, can experience a new sense
of well being, in direct contact with nature, the
mountains, the air, the water. Suransuns and many
other Rhaetian footbridges offer perfect harmony with tourism, nature and culture, allowing people to touch with their hands the meaning of sustainable development. The Pùnt da Suransuns,
then, is a symbol of modernity in an ancient land
that adds value to it and lets us discover deep
beauty. But it is also a small piece of history set in
the tradition of suspended footbridges, common
in Switzerland, for example in Boudry, Rapperswil, Vallemaggia and Freiberg, but also in Mesopotamia and ancient China, in the Andes and in
modern cities like London, with Foster’s Millennium Bridge, and Bilbao, with Calatrava’s Puente
Zubizuri. These are all highly aesthetical works
with great technological content which, today
like yesterday, are measured by the search for
human well being.
.
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